We are here because the FBI’s court order to Apple threatens the security and safety of everyone in the world. Here’s why:

1) The FBI isn’t just asking for data. They’re asking for a "Golden Key" that can break open any phone. Once Apple makes this golden key, it's only a matter of time before attackers find and exploit it.

2) Every system in the world depends on engineers and managers who use Apple products to access sensitive accounts. A less secure iPhone makes every system on the planet less secure.

3) These systems include medical devices, hospitals, nuclear power plants. The FBI is putting lives at risk, and they know it.

4) If Apple says yes, the FBI will ask Apple and other companies for even more intrusive access. Meanwhile, countries like the UK, Russia and China will demand special access as well, and Apple will have to give it to them. The FBI is fully aware of these global political implications, but is asking for a backdoor anyway. That’s irresponsible.